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INTRODUCTION

The nine short stories which you will read below represent "Chapter V" of my Memoirs. I began
to write down the story of my life in 1991 after finishing my last project as a consultant. The initial
reason for this was to tell my children and grandchildren about their ancestors and what it was like to be
growing up in Switzerland.
For instance, going to school in Basel and studying at the University were quite different then.
And it seemed worthwhile to explain how we coped during World War II and that I had to spend many
months in the Swiss army. After the war I began my geological thesis work in the Alps; and I also
courted Beatrice, my future spouse of fifty years.
An offer from an oil company brought us to Dallas. After eight years in Texas and Colorado,
including a stint in Alaska, we moved to Ankara, which for me meant roaming through Kurdistan.
Headquarter duties in New York, and six years in Geneva and Holland as expatriates followed. Then
a lucky break placed me in charge of a geophysical research vessel, a unique assignment that took me
around the globe for five interesting years.
My good fortune continued, as another oil company sent me to explore the backwoods of China,
and to the ancient worlds of Yemen and Egypt. All of these experiences were most rewarding, although
I have to give much credit to my dear wife who gracefully accepted my absences and our moves from
town to town and from country to country.
And last but not least, I tried to weave into these stories the incredible changes of this century,
that moved us from the horse-and-buggy days to the man-on-the moon, and from our first telephone and
radio to the computer-internet.
However, using a simple word-processor to write these 400 pages consumed the better part of
five years. But now, having printed a limited number of my Memoirs, I am glad to have made the effort;
and I can only recommend to my friends to find the same satisfaction with their own life-stories.
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CHAPTER V: OFF TO DALLAS - 1949

The Crossing

New York, N.Y.

On the Bus
On the Payroll
Settling in Dallas
Sizing up Texas
In Lee Park

On Binkley Avenue
Our First Car
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The Crossing

In 1949, a trip from Switzerland to America began, for most people, at the railway station. My
train to Le Havre left at 11: 15 on Wednesday morning, the twentieth of April. There was an overnight
stop in Paris, barely enough time to re-visit some of my favorite sights, and then I was off to the St.
Lazare station to catch ·the boat train.

It was night when we pulled up alongside the large black hull of a vessel looming over us on the
side of the pier. I say •we• because all of the train passengers would be boarding the Washington, as
our 700-foot-long steamer was named. It was a utilitarian ship, one class only, which meant everybody
had the run of the ship, although I figured that there were a few more private and luxurious cabins than
the one to which I had been assigned. There were four double bunks, enough to sleep eight, but barely
room to stash all the suitcases and stuff that everybody had brought along.
Six of my cabin mates were also Swiss; the seventh was an American who had studied and
worked in Basel, and was now returning home. His name was Frank Bove, and we became good friends.
Indeed, there was a great variety of nationalities on board. There were the British, who had boarded
earlier in Southampton, and there was a large contingent of Irish, who came aboard in Cobb. Quickly_
we formed little groups and circles that would eat at the same table, play games and party together. My
group included, amongst others, a Swiss Vice Consul and his wife, a middle-aged Scottish lady with a
great sense of humor, and Frank. We had lots of fun.
The crossing took six days. At first the sea was rough and I remember sitting in the deserted
dining room all by myself. The stewards were happy to have someone to serve and they stuffed me with
every dish on the menu. I was young and could eat like a horse. The ship's motion did not bother me;
the only thing I had to avoid was watching the long-stemmed tulips, which decorated each table, silently
and rhythmically nodding their blossoms. They gave me an eerie feeling.
On the seventh day I was up early.

It was Friday, April 29, and I was about to discover

America. Yes, everyone who sets foot on this blessed continent for the first time has to re-discover
America.
Of course, I knew it well already. I had not watched countless Hollywood movies in vain. I was
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looking forward to the stately villas, with Olympic-size pools in their backyards; and I also knew that the
common folks, like the characters epitomized by Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland, lived in neat little
houses with white picket fences. And I was very familiar with the West. When I reached Dallas, it
would be rather easy for me to tell the bad hombres from the good guys by the color of their hats.
In addition, I had made the passing acquaintance of several Gls on R & R leave in Basel; they
were all hard~inking, fun-loving, good-time Charlies. In other words, I knew absolutely nothing about
America and its people. And deep inside I suspected that this was the truth. Yet, it was also an exciting
challenge - the thrill of discovery!
So, as I stood on deck on that beautiful April morning, I could hardly contain my anticipation.
Nor was I the only one skipping breakfast. The deck was crowded with women and men craning their
necks and straining their eyes to be able to tell a fog bank from a beach. "Land, I see land!" went up
the shout as we all simultaneously spied the little spit of sand, which slowly became Long Island.
I wish everybody arriving in the New World could have the chance of entering by boat into New
York Harbor. It is a glorious and unique experience. In comparison to this wondrous approach, flying
into JFK today is an absolute nightmare. Just think, instead of dragging heavy luggage through endless
lines, our immigration formalities were handled in a very civilized way by agents who had come aboard
ship. And all the while we were gliding closer to the magnificent skyline of lower Manhattan. We were
even served lunch on board before the S. S. Washington landed at one o'clock.

New York, New York
Mr. Van Syckle was waiting for me as I came off the boat. He helped me through customs and
took me over to 48th Street and Lexington, where he had reserved a room for me at the Shelton for four
nights. Of course, it was Uncle Ernst who not only had arranged and paid for my passage, but who had
written to his business friend Van Syckle for this favor. My dear uncle's providence and kindness knew
no bounds.
But from now on I was on my own. And with all of New York at my doorstep, I did not waste
any time. I took a quick shower, bought a street map, and by 4:00 P.M. I was on my way to the Empire
State Building. What a view! The sun was just heading for the horizon and the city was turning on its
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lights as the canyon-like avenues were slowly sinking into darkness. What a spectacle!
It was the density and variety of the colorful neon signs that impressed me the most during my
bus trip up Fifth Avenue. I was headed for Harlem, to the Apollo Theater on 125th Street, where Woody
Herman and his Third Herd were performing. It was my first Big Band performance, live and on-stage.

As an extra added attraction, there was Rose Murphy, the "Chi-Chi Girl." I loved it and I was happy
with my first evening in America. It had been a long day.
Whatever one might possibly cram into a Saturday I did, from the Natural History Museum and
the Hayden Planetarium down to a tour of Rockefeller Center. I walked, of course, through Central
Park, where there was a pre-May Day parade in progress; a marvelous display of the diversity of colors,
races and nationalities that make up America. Came evening, I took a ferry to Union City, New Jersey,
to take in a burlesque show, recently outlawed in New York. My seat, unfortunately, was way in the
back and behind a pillar. My neighbors were burly longshoremen who objected to my leaning into their
line of sight. Serves you right, Bentz, I thought, wanting to ogle half-naked women. And I left at
intermission.

It felt good to be back in Manhattan, which, already, I had taken to my heart. I felt quite safe
wherever I went, including Harlem. These were the good old days, indeed. And right now I was headed
for 52nd Street to another "must see" on my checklist. It was at one of the many small night clubs where
Sidney Bechet was playing, and I listened in awe to the jiving of one of the jazz greats of his time.

It was eleven on Sunday morning when the ringing of the telephone woke me up. "Hey, Felix,
can you come up to Yonkers for dinner with my family this afternoon?" It was Frank Bove. "Sounds
great, how do I get there?" "There is an 11:40 train from Grand Central Station. I'll pick you up at the
station in Yonkers; can you make it?" "Oh, sure," I said, as I climbed out of bed. I was about to be
introduced to the real America.
The Bove family hailed from the Piedmont area in Italy. There were 35 of them crowding into
the basement, which normally served as a family room, but now was full of large fold-out tables. I was
sitting next to Irma, a cousin of Frank, and we tried to make conversation over the din of the feast in
progress. "Do they raise celeries in Switzerland?" she asked, munching on a stalk. "Yes, they do, and
the more they raise them, the more prices go up." My reply seemed to puzzle her, until we established
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that I had confused "celeries" with "salaries." We had a great time.
All these people were so friendly. They treated me like family, putting up with my limited and
accented English, and pushing more pasta and Chianti my way. We ate for three hours and then had
coffee and watched television on a tiny screen, the latest gadget. When Frank finally took me to the
station to catch the 8: 15 train, Irma and Louise (another cousin) were with me, because they also lived
in Manhattan. As we said goodbye at Grand Central Station, Irma volunteered to show me the New York
nightlife. So we made a date for Monday at six, when she would meet me at my hotel. The Bove family
was taking over. I already had a date with Frank for tomorrow morning. I was looking forward to both.
This was going to be my last day in the big city. On Tuesday morning I would be leaving by
Greyhound bus for Dallas. Sightseeing with Frank was something else; he knew exactly what subway
or bus we had to take to see the most important landmarks of Manhattan. We started downtown with
Wall Street and a glimpse of the trading going on at the Stock Exchange. Then we worked our way up
to Greenwich Village, where we had lunch at an automat near Washington Square. Uptown was next,
along Riverside Drive to Columbia University, and the sight of the George Washington Bridge, built by
the immigrant Swiss engineer Amman.
After we said farewell at Times Square, I could barely manage to do a little shopping and
cleaning up before Irma called on me at six, on the dot. And what a program she had lined up for me.
It started out with a show and movie at Radio City Music Hall.

Bing Crosby was starring in A

Connecticut Yankee in K"mg Arthur's Court; and the show with the Rockettes was spectacular. It was a
good start and we were hungry. Dinner at Lindy's was just the ticket. It must have been close to
midnight when we wound up at the Copacabana nightclub. The minimum charge per person was $3.00.
I remember this because it is printed on a souvenir card in my scrapbook.
We really had a good time together and enjoyed being in the same place with celebrities and
movie stars, like Peter Lawford, who was dancing with a gorgeous babe. We joined them on the dance
floor, trying to rub shoulders. What fun! But Irma had to go to work in the morning, and I bad to catch
my bus. It was time to call it a day.
We took a taxi to her place, not too far away,

an4 she invited me up to look at the view.

Indeed,

it was a pretty sight from her living room, facing south towards Lower Manhattan. Then she turned off
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the lights, "so we could see the stars," she said. I believed her, and I kissed her on the forehead as I
thanked her for a lovely evening. Only much later did it dawn on me that dear Irma may have been
sorely disappointed.

On the Bus
Looking at my itinerary after boarding the bus on Tuesday morning, I realized that there would
be plenty of time to ponder the events and experiences of the past hectic days. A series of Greyhound
buses would be my home for three days and two nights before reaching Dallas on Thursday evening.
Trying to make myself as comfortable as possible in my window seat, I contemplated that it might have
been a lot more convenient and faster to take a plane, and a lot more expensive, too.
This was definitely still the pre-air travel age. Few people, except businessmen, even thought
of flying. Most drove their own cars, or they boarded a train or a bus for longer distances. Getting from
here to there was not as speedy as we now take for granted, but it was a lot more scenic and interesting.
A bus ride, in particular, was a social experience. Reading was difficult, the roads were not all that good

in those days. So what else was there to do but to look out the window and make conversation?
"Aren't you Mr. Burns?" the lady sitting next to me asked. I shook my head. "No, I am not."
"But you look like Mr. Burns," she insisted. It was as good an opening gambit as one could expect.
She told me her life story, and I informed her about Switzerland~ As luck would have it, I could point
out the window and say: "This looks just like the Jura mountains near my hometown." We were on the
highway traversing the Appalachians on this lovely spring day. The fresh green meadows were adorned
with the white finery of blooming cherry trees and the dark green forests on the rolling mountains
splendidly offset the purplish color of the rocks. I was discovering America the beautiful!
Going through tunnel after tunnel, which made the Pennsylvania Turnpike the engineering wonder
of its time, we reached Pittsburgh late at night. A night lit up by the sparks of smokestacks and smelters
reflecting a red glow off the low hanging clouds of soot. I saw another America.
Anothe~ bus was waiting there to carry me on through the night and into the morning. We did
stop for breakfast, lunch and dinner, and other human needs. It was a crash-course in roadside~iner
fare, and to this day a hot roast beef s~dwich with mashed potatoes and gravy has remained one of my
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favorite dishes.
But there was never enough time for a shower or a shave. We stopped in little rural towns and
in some fair-sized cities like Columbus, Indianapolis and St. Louis. Eventually, fatigue set in and the
fertile mid-western landscape became a blur. On the morning of the third day

we reached Tulsa.

The

fresh, dry air felt invigorating as I stretched my legs walking around a few blocks of downtown.
And soon the scenery in the Olclahoma countryside began to change. Instead of manicured fields,
there were mesquite thickets, studded with drilling rigs, nodding oil pumps and rusty tanks. There was
the unmistakable smell of petroleum in the air. What's more, the names of the little towns where we
made brief stops sounded decidedly like Indian words: Okmulgee, Wetumlca and Atoka. I was getting
excited. This was it. This was the West, oil country and Indian territory!
At four in the afternoon we reached Dallas. "A large and noisy city, with about six skyscrapers
and nice-looking residential areas." Those were the first impressions that I recorded in my little diary.
I found a small hotel, took a long overdue shower and then indulged in the luxury of an old-fashioned
barber shop. I got the full treatment: shampoo, haircut and shave, with hot and cold towels wrapped all
over my face. I felt like a new man, ready to taclcle my new life in a new world.
A ranch-size T-bone steak seemed to be the proper way to celebrate my arrival in Texas. And
after that all I could think of was to take a much overdue snooze in an honest-to-goodness bed. It had
been a long journey.

On the Payroll
"Okay, Felix, let's go across the street and have lunch with your new bosses." It was Stuart
Delgado, the personnel manager of Atlantic Refining talking to me. I had spent the better part of Friday
morning visiting with him at his small and old-fashioned office on the twelfth floor of the Magnolia
building in downtown Dallas.

He had taken down my vital statistics, answered my questions and

provided me with all sorts of useful information. Then we went down the hall to get my Social Security
card, and presto, I was an employee. Right on my first day in Dallas I got on the payroll for $333 per
month.
"This is Felix, our new geologist from Switzerland," Delgado introduced me to Edgar Kraus,
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Atlantic's chief geologist, and Henry Morgan, the head of their small geologic research lab. I liked the
informality and enjoyed their hospitality as we sat down for lunch at the Baker Hotel. It was the first
time I had been officially hired, and I was impressed at how easily and efficiently this was handled, and
most of all, at how personable and friendly my bosses were.
Not that everything was easy as pie. I had a hard time understanding their Texas drawl,- and
they were probably just as puzzled by my King's English with a Swiss accent. Oddly enough, we had
some of the greatest difficulties with scientific terms and Latin fossil names, which were pronounced quite
differently in German and Texan. But then, there were plenty of other subjects that could be discussed
during our initial table conversation.
"Well, it's time to head back to the salt mines," Mr. Morgan said as he asked me to accompany
him to his office a few blocks away, which would also be my work place for the coming months. To
my relief, it was not a salt mine, but the air-conditioned fourth floor of the Trinity Building.
The geologic research lab consisted mainly of one large room with half a dozen desks and two
drafting tables. After introducing me to the four other geologists and the two young draftsmen, Mr.
Morgan led me to an adjacent, smaller room full of tall shelves holding endless boxes of rock samples.
A young man, called a sample-boy, was in charge of this vast collection of well-cuttings.
Sitting down at my assigned desk, graced by a brand new binocular microscope, I listened to Mr.
Morgan's detailed instructions. It did not take me long to visualize my first assignment; I was going to
be "running samples," a tedious but necessary task, which went about as follows:
Let's say, I was asked to run the Tidewater-Seaboard/Fannie Roberts No. 1 well, drilled down
to 8100 feet in Camp County, deep in the piney woods of East Texas.
First I would tell the sample boy to get me the ten or so boxes, which contained the well cuttings
of each 10 foot interval in separate little manila envelopes. Having placed a few of these rock slivers
under my microscope, I would identify what kinds of fragments the drill-bit had chipped off the
sedimentary layers deep in the bowels of the earth, which then had been brought to the surface by a
circulating stream of drilling mud.
My findings had to be entered, both graphically and descriptively, at the proper depth interval
marked on a four inch wide strip of paper, called a log, which was calibrated at 100 feet to the inch for
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its whole seven foot length. Once such a log had been completed, the various sedimentary rock units
could be named and correlated with the logs of neighboring wells, where the same formations might have
been thinner or thicker, or may have been found at a greater or lesser depth. In other words, the well
log was the basis for all sub-surface mapping designated to find more oil and gas.
Now, why did I go into a lengthy dissertation about this rather specific application of geology?
There are several reasons. Firstly, it is indeed an essential tool of the oil finder. Precise observation
and description of the minute changes in color and texture of a sample can be of crucial importance when
logging a well being drilled. Every geologist who spent a lonely night on a far-out wildcat can attest to
this. You never knew when it could mean the difference between an oil well and a duster.
Secondly, becoming familiar with the local sedimentary sequence in the subsurface was every bit
as useful as being shown the key outcrops in my thesis area by the "Chef'. But, while in the complex
Swiss Alps this knowledge was needed to figure out which layers were upside down and which were right
side up, that intellectual stimulus was sadly missing in the layer-cake geology of Texas.
So while I was eager to learn and anxious to please during my first few weeks, when those weeks
turned into months and the months became the better part of a year, my interest in well cuttings started
to flag. To fulfill my need for a mental challenge, I began to do some writing, still in German, in my
spare time. I composed several lyric poems about my journey, which eventually were published in a
Swiss magazine. I also wrote short stories about life in America, which were accepted by Basel's daily
newspaper. My "opus magnum," however, were two long, illustrated poems, the first one recounting
my trip over here and the other one detailing everything that seemed so different and wonderful in
Dallas. This kept my mind humming for a while, but there was another problem.

Mr. Morgan and his four buddies were all in their fifties, if not older. They were the nicest
people, but to me their interests expressed during our coffee or lunchtime conversations were not only
those of an unfamiliar culture, but what made it even more difficult, they were distinctly of an older
generation. I felt considerably more at ease going out for coffee with the draftsmen and the sample boy;
but they were certainly not the ideal company for me either.
After a while, I began to wonder why Atlantic had made me spend the money to come all the way
over here, just to place me in this senescent group. But for the moment, I was happy and excited to be
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in Dallas. Big "D", as the inhabitants fondly called it.

Settling in Dallas
Paul and Sally Thalmann lived on Hall Street in the Oaldawn area of Dallas. I had promised an
old family friend in Switzerland that I would look up his former business acquaintance and bring him
greetings. So I walked over there on Saturday morning. It was not far, only two miles. Having no car,
nor being familiar with the bus and streetcar lines meant I had to do a lot of walking in those days.
The boarding house where the Thalmanns lived was in a pretty location right across from Lee
Park. Paul, a silver-haired gentleman, had emigrated from Switzerland ages ago and had established
himself as a successful cotton broker in New Orleans. It was there that he married his "Darling Sally,"
as he always called her. She was the perfect, elegant, and slightly fading, Southern belle. Our mutual
friend in Switzerland must have written to them about my arrival. Not only were they expecting me, they
had a surprise for me.
"We have asked around for a place to stay for you. We have found one, it's just a few doors
up the street," and off we went to Mrs. Wascom's rooming house. I liked what I saw, especially since
the monthly rent was only $25. What's more, I would be able to have breakfast at the Thalmanns' place
for just 50 cents. It was my second day in town and I already had my job, a place to live and some dear
and trusted friends. Not bad for a start. Now I could begin looking around town a bit.
According to my street map, Dallas was located on the banks of the Trinity River which, not
unlike the Rhine in Basel, divided the city into two uneven parts. Thus it was only natural for me to start
my exploration by heading down Main Street in search of the mighty Trinity. I walked and I walked,
crossing some levees and a little creek half hidden in shrubberies, and then suddenly, I found myself in
Oak Cliff, as this quarter southwest of the river was called. Either I missed the Trinity, or that muddy
little trickle of water was it. I discovered that Texas was different.
But at least at that time Downtown was still the center of the city, the humming hub of activities.
There were a few tall office buildings, several department stores, including famous Neiman-Marcus, and
the Medical Arts Building, which probably housed the great majority of Dallas' doctors and other health
practitioners in its seventeen-story towers. Downtown was not only the business center during the day,
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it was also the focus of all sorts of entertainment at night.
There was a special smell to the place. Best as I could figure it out, it must have been the
combination of fragrances emanating from the popcorn machines at the movie houses and from the
barbecue stands lining Elm Street in great profusion. Elm Street's eastern extension was known as "Deep
Ellum," the entertainment area for Dallas' black population. It was not a place to be shunned, but to
have a good time after the rest of the town had shut down.
And it also was on the way to Fair Park, the complex of exhibit halls and amusements, built for
the annual State Fair in October, but open year round. There were great Big Bands, like Tommy Dorsey,
performing at the Music Hall, and musicals, like "Kiss Me Kate" at the open-air theater. And, of course,
there were merry-go-rounds and other rides for every taste and age. A fun place to spend Saturday night.
But I had more important things to do this weekend. I had to pack my bag and pick up my
steamer trunk at the Greyhound station, where it had been stored, and then move over to Hall Street.
Mrs. Wascom, a large and motherly type, showed me around the spacious wooden house with the wide
front porch. "Here is your room, next to Harold's. If he bothers you with his music, just let him know
and he'll tum it down." I was puzzled, but I did not have to wait long for an explanation. "You can
use the refrigerator to store things, and you are welcome to drink some of the ice water, as long as you
refill the jug. And no, you won't need a key. I never lock the place," she said in anticipation of my next
question. It certainly looked like a friendly neighborhood.
While I moved my stuff upstairs and organized my room, Harold poked his head in the door.
"Hi, Felix, I'm Harold, your neighbor, welcome to Mrs. Wascom's. It's a comfortable place, and I hope
you like classical music." "Sure I do, and nice to meet you, Harold." "Come over and visit for a spell
once you have finished unpacking!" No sooner said than done.
My few belongings were quiclcly stashed and I walked across the hall into Harold's room; nobody
bothered to close their doors. What a sight; every wall was covered with shelves from floor to ceiling,
and all the shelves were loaded with records, the old 16 inch, 33 rpm type. "Wow," was all I managed
to say, but Harold seemed pleased with my reaction. "Yes, I have one of the largest collections of
classical music in Dallas. Would you like to hear some?"
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Would I ever. This was going to be one of my favorite hang-outs in Dallas. We would listen
on Sunday mornings and late on into the night. Harold preferred opera arias, my requests were for
symphonies and chamber music, and we both loved the romantic Lieder, like Beethoven's Lied an die

ferne Geliebte and Debussy's arrangement of Verlaine's poem La lune blanche. In return for all that
listening pleasure Harold asked me occasionally to translate one of these foreign songs into English. It
was my pleasure.
"Let's get a bite to eat at Louis'" was the usual call for a time-out from heavy listening. Harold
introduced me to the eating establishments on Oaklawn Avenue, just a couple of blocks away. "Louis'
Oyster Bar" was tops on our preferred list because of his rich and flavorful "gumbo". You ate a bowlyou had a meal. Fantastic. Louis hailed from Alsace by way of Louisiana, and once he found out I was
from Basel he loved to introduce me to his friends and customers from over there, and there were many.
Louis was a great guy.
Another one of our favorites was Goodman's cafeteria, a self-serve restaurant I enjoyed because
of the novelty. How cheap. But the first time I tasted "root-beer" I had the shock of my life: "Is this
what they call beer in Texas?"

Sizing up Texas
"Speaking of beer, would you like a brew?" Ken hollered at me over the din of the dance band
and the noise of the crowd. "Don't tease me, even I know we are in a dry county." "Yeah, but do you
see that man over there with the basket? I bet you I can get us a couple of beers." Ken was right; in
short order he reappeared with two bottles in a brown bag. The sheriff, standing near the door, with his
ten gallon hat and shining tin star, never seemed to notice.
And how did Ken, the draftsman with an automobile, and I wind up at the Barn in Gainesville,
on that Saturday night? It had started with a simple suggestion to go swimming, to which I had readily
agreed. Ken brought a jug of root beer, and I furnished a box of vanilla wafers as we set off in our swim

trunks. It was June and a great day for a boat ride and a dip in the clear, cool waters of Lake Dallas.
The fossil oyster beds exposed along its shores inspired us to head further north in search of the
little Woodbine oil field near the Oklahoma border. There was not that much to see, really. The thick
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strands of Live Oaks and underbrush afforded only an occasional glimpse of a small derrick or a slowly
nodding little pump. But it smelled like oil. I loved it, that's what I had come over here for. Only then
did we realize that the sun was nearing the horizon.
We were close to Gainesville; why not spend the night there? We found a cheap motel and asked
the owner where the action was tonight. •wen, on Saturday night there's dancing down at the Barn.
But you better put on some clothes or they won't let you in." Sound advice, we thought, as we headed
for the nearest five-and-dime to buy some blue-jeans. But by the time we were through paying for them,
and the Barn, and the beer and the motel, we were plumb out of money. I remember only too well
having vanilla wafers and root-beer for dinner, - and for breakfast before we hightailed it back to Dallas
on Sunday morning. And I couldn't stand either one ever since. But I had learned a lot about Texas.
"Waxahachie, Waco, Bryan and Houston- all aboard!" the conductor shouted as I was boarding
the 5 PM Streamliner at the Dallas train station. It was the Fourth of July weekend and I was going to
meet Patrick, a friend of Martin Forrer, my buddy from student days in Basel. It took us only four hours

'
to cover the 300 miles
to Houston, so the evening was still young when I got off the train and found a
small hotel, which charged me all of $3.50 for an apartment.
Walking through downtown I noticed a poster advertising a concert by Nat King Cole at the
nearby Coliseum. Yes, I still could get in, although the performance had started. And sure enough,
there he was with his trio, on a podium located in the center of the vast arena. The small stage was
surrounded by a crowd of admiring fans swaying to the gentle rhythm of his soft melodic voice.
Unforgettable! Oh, how these beautiful white youngsters loved it. And so did all his black admirers,
except that they were banned to the highest balconies way up in the rafters. It seemed just a little bit
ironic to me. But this was Texas in 1949; unforgettable, indeed.
I met Pat on Sunday morning at the Rice Hotel. We had a good time together, walking through
town, taking in a movie, when it started to rain and winding up the evening at the fancy new Shamrock
Hotel, with its Hollywood-style swimming pool. I regretted that I did not have my swim trunks with me.
But I had them next morning when we took the bus to Galveston, because I wanted to make sure
that I could take a dip in the Gulf of Mexico. And I did, despite the rain which was falling incessantly.
It was hot, it was humid and I did not mind at all when we returned to Houston, where I could catch the
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train back to Dallas. It was the end of the long weekend and it was overcrowded, but after standing up
half the way I was glad to find a seat in the dining car. It was time for a bite to eat and to ruminate
about my latest impressions of the great State of Texas.

In Lee Park
General Robert E. Lee, sitting on his high horse, was sternly looking south across Turtle Creek,
as if he might be expecting a sudden attack from downtown. Actually, by his presence he had only lent
his good name to a pleasant little meadow, rising gently from the banks of the brook. Although not much
more than a healthy lawn studded with sturdy oaks, it was a marvelous place; a people's turf.

No

muggers, no druggies, no hanky-panky going on in the bushes; no, it was a family park, even at night.
Particularly in the evenings. The neighbors would all gather there; some to play a little catch
with a baseball till it got too dark, others would just sit and talk, while enjoying the sound and light show
offered gratis by the myriad cicadas and fireflies. It was nice and cool under those stately oaks, a lot
more comfortable than in the non-air conditioned homes. Even coming back late from a movie or from
one of the frequent lectures I attended at SMU's geology department, my friends would still be out there,
and we would walk up to Cabell's for an ice cream.
Usually the Thalmanns would be there and a few other people from their boarding house. And
there was Shirley, the merry widow who was chaperoned by her ugly sister wherever she went. But their
conversations were interesting, so that on some of those muggy summer nights we philosophized into the
wee hours of the morning. It was better than tossing and turning sleeplessly on a sweat-soaked mattress.
"Would you like to help me distribute the Sunday paper, Felix?" asked Shirley after one of those
gab fests. "It's my boy's route, but he is at camp this week." So we piled into her old car and drove
to the drop-off point, where a tall stack of hefty papers were already waiting for us. I learned the whole
routine, from slipping a rubber band around an unwieldy rolled paper and then aiming it at a porch
through the car window, while Shirley drove along the curb. Ever since, I have enjoyed saying that I
started as a paper boy.
Presently I needed the paper to find a permanent home for my family, which was arriving soon.
"I have heard about a nice little house on Matilda Street," Mr. Thalmann said. I went to look at it; it
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was little, alright, but not nice. Shirley mentioned a place on Cole. I walked over there, but it left me
cold. I went to rental offices and took the bus in all directions of the compass. I learned a lot about
where the nice areas were, and those one had better avoid.
Of course I was choosy. It was to be a perfect little nest, yet within reasonable distance from
my office. And it also should be near a bus line, because I had no car yet, and even if and when I got
one, I would not necessarily drive to work. And then one day Mrs. Wascom said, "I just talked to my
friend Mrs. MacDonald, and she is willing to rent her own furnished apartment to you while she is on
vacation during July and August. If you are at all interested, you should go over there and take a look
at it. Here is the address; it is on 3700 Binlcley Avenue in University Park."
It turned out to be the perfect solution. Not only was it in very desirable surroundings, between
the SMU campus and the Dallas Country Club, but also a very spacious apartment with enough room for
a nursery and a very large, practical kitchen. For good reasons, too; Mrs. MacDonald was a professional
cake baker, who even gave lessons on TV. The rent was a little stiff for my salary: $90 per month, to
be paid in advance for July. But I lcnew I had a winner when Mrs. MacDonald offered to drive me home
after we made the deal. She was a good business woman, but also very generous, as we would find out
later.
My search was over, and I was looking forward to the day when Beatrice and little Martin were
to arrive. Of course, I reported my lucky find to her in one more lengthy letter. But I -also lcnew I
would be missing Lee Park and Oalclawn. Little could I imagine that twenty-six years later I would again
be overlooking Lee Parle, from a fancy office in a modern high rise building. I bad come full circle.

On Binlcley Avenue
"How can I help you, Felix?" the pharmacist at the neighborhood drugstore asked. I was taken
aback. How did this total stranger dare to address me by my first name, and how did he know my name

in the first place? "You don't remember?" he answered my query: "You were here last week and you
paid with a chec~ that had your name printed on it." He was right, of course, and I was reminded once
more how casual and friendly these Texans were. I wondered how "Frau Doctor Bentz," as Beatrice was
now used to being called in the stores of Basel, would react to the "Hi, Bea!" approach. I would find
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out soon enough; Frau Doctor and her son were due to arrive in a few hours.
It was Saturday, July 17, and it was hot. I was doing my last minute shopping from a list
Beatrice bad sent me. They were all baby things: diapers, oil, powder, soap, etc. and I was most grateful
that the pharmacist was advising me and helping me to find all of these items. A baby bed and a
bathinette I bad purchased earlier. They were the only items of furniture that needed to be bought right
now. Everything else we would be able to select together before the end of August, when we had to find
more permanent, and unfurnished quarters.
I was perspiring by the time I had walked back to the house on 3700 Binldey Avenue. I had
moved here two weeks ago, and Mrs. MacDonald had left for her vacation a few days later, after
showing me the ropes around the house. I knew exactly where to stash all the baby things, and was
going to take a leisurely and refreshing shower. But what was this sticking out of the front door screen?
A telegram from Beatrice: "Arriving Dallas 4: 15 P .M., on Saturday. Love.• Her schedule had changed,
and it was 4:20 P.M. now.
I dropped the bags in the front hall, called a cab, and told him to step on it as we raced down
Mockingbird Lane towards Love Field. To my relief, the American Airlines plane was just landing. It
was the only one in sight. I made it!
It was indeed a happy reunion, although Beatrice was dead tired after being cooped up in various
airplanes for two days. • Am I glad to be here!• she repeated over and over. "But Martin was good as
gold during the whole trip. Most of the time he slept like an angel in his little carry-cot. And now, you
may hold him for a while.• I was happy to do so; I had not seen my son for three months. He was only
a 29-day-old baby when I left, but now he had grown and looked a lot more like a real boy. A cute little
boy!
Our taxi was waiting to take us on the short drive to Binldey. I tried to point out landmarks to
Beatrice that I had mentioned in my many letters, but they must have been just a blur to her. All she
could say was: "It seems like a dream and it's so wonderful to be together again.• It had been a long
separation and a difficult trip.
But she loved the apartment and could hardly wait to slip into the large tub for a long, cool bath.
Arriving in Dallas in the middle of July was anything but ideal. But we had no inlding how bad it would
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be. Air conditioners, at that time, were a luxury.reserved for movie houses and offices, and evaporative
coolers did not work in this high humidity. But taking those refreshing dips together with the baby was
Beatrice's ticket to survival till she was rested up and acclimatized.
We took little strolls around this pretty residential area during the twilight hours, lugging Margin
in his carry-cot between us. (That was before he graduated to a stroller.) And more than once, cars
would stop by the curb to offer us a ride. The friendly Texans were not used to walking or seeing
anyone else doing it.
Several families with young children lived on our block and Beatrice soon met some of these
neighbors. Like Ian McGreal, a young professor at SMU, his wife Pat and their little boy, who was the
same age as Martin. The young mothers soon became close friends. A friendship that would endure
over forty years of separation, until we met again in 1991 at their home in Sacramento. It was like old
times.
As July turned into August, it became more ~d more urgent to find a permanent place before
Mrs. MacDonald's return at the end of the month. Our search was rather discouraging. We found one
suitable upstairs apartment; but as we went downstairs to talk to the owners, the woman called to her
husband with a voice that could be heard a block away. "Paepae, come look at the baybee!" And being
practically bowled over by her alcoholic breath, we beat a hasty retreat.
And then a miracle occurred on Binkley Avenue. A sign went up on an attractive small white
house, just a half a block up the street, saying "Upstairs two bedroom for rent." On closer look,
however, it said in fine print below: "No children." Undeterred, we dressed little Martin in his best play
suit and went calling on the Walkers, the owners of the house. They were a charming young couple of
professionals without children, and they immediately fell in love with Martin. The sign came down as
we signed the lease; it was the best thing that could have happened to us.
Beatrice loved the neighborhood. There was a little grocery down the street where she could
walk to do her shopping. She had no problem with the casual approach of the sales personnel, not after
she won a case of Hi-C orange drink for having the prettiest baby in the store at that moment. On the
other end of Binkley and up Golf Drive a bit there was a lovely park with a small pond full of white
ducks, the favorite destination of the stroller-derby, as we called the daily perambulation of mothers with

"ba"b.ies.
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I was glad that Beatrice had found good company and felt happy in her surroundings, because
I was down at the office all day, and she could not drive. But it had taken us only a few days after her
arrival to agree that having our own car was essential. And the sooner the better. What if our little one
became sick and needed medical attention? How would we get to a doctor's office or a hospital? And
how should we shop for items that our nearby stores did not carry? An automobile was the answer.

Our First Car
"Goss on Ross the Trading Hoss" was pounding his fist on the hood of the yellow Ford
convertible: "You may even kick the tires, I'm telling you this baby is as solid as they come. Make me
an offer and we'll be ready to trade, ye hear!" I had fallen in love with this "baby" sitting in a used car
lot on Ross Avenue just around the corner from the office. Today, during lunch hour, I had asked Ken,
the automobile expert, to come with me and give me his honest opinion. The price tag was $900, or only
$50 per month for two years.
"Let's see how that automatic roof works," Ken asked Mr. Goss. "Wale, I'll be glad to show
you all these little details once you make me an offer." Ken gave me a wink, and after telling Mr. Goss
that we had to think about it, we walked away from an almost certain lemon.
It was not the first used car lot I had visited since my arrival. Pounding the pavement of Dallas
for a few weeks had quickly convinced me that having one's own automotive transportation would be
inevitable. But I had also learned that buying a used car from a dealer would be tricky, and to buy one
"on time" would be costly. In other words, we would have to tailor our aspirations to the cash on hand.

Of course, a brand new model would have been our first choice. But there was still a shortage
of new cars while the automobile plants were retooling from their WWII output of war materials. And
that was one of the reasons why new cars were too expensive for us.
Therefore, I was rather interested when Ken mentioned that a mechanic friend of his had just
rebuilt the motor of a Chevvy coupe, and he would let us have it for $400. So, on Monday, July 25,
Ken drove us over to Oak Cliff to take a look. It was a cute olive green buggy, just the right size for
our little family. We liked it, we could afford it and we bought it. Proudly we headed back to Binkley
in our own first automobile.
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What a difference it made in our lives. The next evening already, we drove over to White Rock
Lake to take a swim and watch the sunset. And on Saturday evening I went to pick up a baby-sitter, so
that Beatrice and I could go out for a well-deserved dinner together. We had not just purchased a car,
we had bought our freedom.
Our excursions were not limited to the recreational areas of the city. On weekends we made day

trips in all directions, like to Kilgore in the East Texas oilfield, where the derricks were still standing
cheek by jowl between homes and hardware stores. Another time we took a jaunt over to Fort Worth
to look at the giant B-36 bombers parked at Carswell Air Force Base. There was no toll road connecting
the sister cities, just a regular two-lane country road with quite a few stop signs at intersections.
But not to worry, the traffic was light, and the Texas Rangers patrolling the highways were a
friendly sort. One in particular, standing by his car on the roadside, gave us repeated greetings with his
extended index finger, sort of like pointing a pistol. I knew it well, the guys at the office used this
gesture to accompany their "Hi, Felix!" Therefore, it was only courteous of me to return his cheery
signal through my car window, while merrily moving on. Not for long. The sound of a siren and the
flashing of lights closed rapidly in on us, and made me pull over.
"What do you think you are doing, wise guy? Did you not see my signal to pull off the road?"
asked our friendly ranger. "You slithered through a stop sign without coming to a full stop. Let me see
yo~r driver's license." I was not aware of any infraction, as I handed him my international license,
acquired in Switzerland before coming over. It was printed in German, French and English, which
seemed to puzzle him. "Are you living here now, or just passing through? 11 was his next question. Since
we were in no-man's-land between Dallas and Fort Worth, I felt "passing through" was the correct
answer. And with a final "Now watch these stop signs," he sent us on our way.
I decided it was time to get my Texas driver's license. The written part was easy, but I almost
messed up my driving test when my examiner asked me to come to a full stop. I signaled moving over
to the side, turned off the motor and pulled the handbrake. "You forgot something," he said. I looked
puzzled. "You missed turning your wheels to the curb, we are on a hill." We actually were near the
Ranger Station out in Fair Park, an area as flat as a pancake in my book; and that's what I told him.
Obviously noticing my accent he asked "Where are you from?" When I told him "From Switzerland, 11
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he laughed and said, "Okay, I give up, you have passed."
Another step accomplished in the steady progress of our Americanization. But there were still
occasional minor problems. Like, for instance, finding candles for our Christmas tree. Of course, we
were going to use real wax candles, as we always had done back home. I went from store to store, but
the answer to my query was always negative. And more than one saleslady added: "But it's against the
law!" Finally, I found some, - they were Hanukkah candles, but they would do. When I returned
triumphantly, Beatrice inquired immediately: "And where are the clip~n candle holders?" She was
always so practical. They were not to be found. We finally resorted to gluing the candles on saucers
to decorate the mantle.
Sally and Paul Thalmann thought it was most romantic, when they came over to celebrate
Christmas Eve with us. They adored little Martin and were delighted when we called them his surrogate
grandparents. On Christmas Day we were invited to Mrs. MacDonald's for an enormous turkey dinner
with all the trimmings, and with her whole family. It was America at its hospitable best again. And on
Saint Stephen's Day we had an open house at our place for our many new friends and neighbors. We
felt at home.
Little did we know that in a short two months we would be on the move again, out to West
Texas.
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